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Synopsis
What are the observable differences between  
successful and unsuccessful product journeys?
S U M M A R Y


Highland conducted in-depth interviews with 13 Product Managers to
explore the differences between ‘successful’ and ‘unsuccessful’ digital
product launches. We found that while launching a digital product is
always hard, the initial setting of conditions in a project largely
determines the character, emotional experience, and eventual outcomes.

A commitment to customer-centricity and overall culture of the
organization significantly contribute to project success, and whether or
not a product team feels productive and valued.
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Introduction
What can we learn by comparing successful and unsuccessful
digital product launches?
OUR PROCESS

Going into this research, we had curiosity around

We hoped that through the analysis and synthesis

the differences between successful and

of these user interviews we would be able to come

unsuccessful digital product launches. Do these

to a deeper understanding of what needs to happen

projects originate noticeably differently? What

for Product Managers and their organizations to

differences can be seen along the way? Do

bring a product successfully to fruition and why

unsuccessful projects give off any early warning

those actions are important. 


signs? How much, if at all, does
customer-centricity play a part in success?  


Going even further, we were curious to learn:  
what actions cause some products to fall through
the cracks?


Our plan for this study was to utilize our qualitative
research experience to hear first hand accounts of
the wins, losses, and pivots along the journey
straight from the people who experienced them.
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We sourced 13 individuals from a pool of our screener
survey respondents and had 1:1 conversations with each.
We used the information from their interviews to build
two digital innovation journey maps: a self-reported
‘successful’ product journey and an ‘unsuccessful’
product journey. These maps follow the emotional
experience of the Product Manager and their team
throughout the project lifecycle, and give us insight into
cognitive processes behind the steps that were taken, or
not taken, and how those decisions impacted the
eventual product outcome.

What we found in our learnings was that building a
digital innovation product is hard for everyone.
Feelings of heightened anxiety and the fear of failure
appeared in every interview. But the majority of factors
influencing a product’s success revolved around
customer-centricity and the overall health of the
organization. Using qualitative research to gain the
Voice of the Customer (VOC) as early as possible greatly
improved the product team’s ability to function
effectively during the build phase—the lowest
emotional point in both journeys—and subsequently
lessen burn-out during later project phases.

Additionally, pivoting project plans in response to
customer feedback when necessary greatly improved
the value offered by the product.

The ability of a Product Manager to even do initial
qualitative customer research was most often reliant
on an organization that was already customer-centric. 

That, coinciding with realistic goal planning, and
executive leadership modelling high accountability
and low control were all signs of a healthy
organization.

Organizations or teams that did not have these
well-rounded processes in place led to project journeys
that skipped or were forced to skip qualitative research
in favor of only market or secondary research, were led
by weak executive leadership, and came in
solution-first instead of responding to a customer need.
This path produced products that never really fulfilled
an unmet need and left teams feeling disheartened and
unheard when the product ultimately failed or launched
with little interest.
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Who did we talk to?
R E S E A R C H PA R T I C I PA N T S

REGIONS

13


Total Interviews

8


Successful  
Product Launches

5


Interviewed PMs in North America, Europe, India 




Unsuccessful
Product Launches
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Sourcing
How we recruited our experts.
S U M M A R Y


OUR CRITERIA

To find participants we created a Typeform screener
survey and made it available via social media and
LinkedIn. We utilized personal networks, a database of
existing contacts, a Product Manager focused Slack
channel, and conducted outreach through Linkedin
Navigator. 


•
 Identified as a Product Manager


We also asked a key question: “On a scale of 1-7, with 1
being failure and 7 being success, what was your
organization’s assessment of success for the product you
and your team built?” We accepted a rating of six or seven
as successful and five or under as unsuccessful.

•
  Has at least 2 years of experience in  
that position

• 
 Had launched a product within the last  
3 - 12 months

•
  Had worked on that product for over  
6 months

• 
 Responsible for launching the product (not
just a contributor)

•
 At an organization mid-sized or larger

• Part of a team sized 3 individuals or larger
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Grounded Research
OUR METHODS

Our 1:1 conversations consisted of 60 to 90-minute

These reflections culminated in our facilitator asking

guided storytelling* sessions. Each participant was

each interviewee, “What does success mean to you?” as

asked to recall the recent product launch they had

a way to gain some insight into what they themselves

mentioned in the screener survey and walk us through

took from the experience. These helped us dig deeper

the process from the very beginning of their

into what success really means to these teams, and how

participation to launch or post-launch. For each stage of

they reflected on the outcomes overall.


their project we gathered thoughts, feelings, actions,
pain points, and success factors. We then asked the
participants to define the various stages of the project
journey to gain a better understanding of how these
chunks of work had been separated, and how they
perceived the period overall.


*See Appendix
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Synthesis & Analysis
OUR METHODS

To synthesize and analyze the data, a team of six
Highlanders participated in a two-day journey mapping
session* with the goal of uncovering themes and
patterns spanning the two types of product journeys.
From that exercise, we were able to capture
visualizations of the product journeys and their
entwined emotional arcs*. These are the visualizations
you see in this document.


Being able to match up behavioral drivers with
contextual quotes was invaluable when discussing the
highs and lows in the digital product journey.


To create those original visualizations the Highland
team studied each interview conversation and pulled
out key thoughts, actions, feelings, and quotes at every
step of the product journey. These were then prioritized
by prominence or occurrence across individual stories.


*See Appendix
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Quantifying Success
“...[Success] doesn’t mean we’re done and doesn’t mean we’re
not going to continue to do more.”
W H AT M A K E S A S U C C E S S F U L P R O D U C T

We quantified ‘success’ of a launched product by having our participants rate their
project from one to seven (a seven being highly successful). 

-While this self-reporting mechanism was useful in finding consistent patterns,
from the respondent’s view this answer was more nuanced. Success carried a
different meaning for Product Managers that had led unsuccessful projects. Instead
of “We met our original launch date goal” we heard things like, “We learned a lot on
this project”. Research participants that struggled to find success in the eyes of
their organization found it in team dynamics, personal growth, and career
development.

When asked if they would give the product the same rating as when asked in the
initial sourcing survey, most participants lowered their scores. We commonly heard
“Nothing is ever a 7.”
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Comparing the Two Journeys
OUR LEARNINGS

Each digital product journey map has 3 main elements.
We have the phased product lifecycle and its connected
emotional journey (dashed line) taking up the middle,
four key highlighted actions taken by Product Managers
above, and the overall success factors/risk indicators
below. Both journeys show the highs and lows of the
process with relevant quotes interspersed throughout.

The most important elements in each map are the
highlighted actions; they become the determining
factors of success. Product Managers in the successful
journeys take the time to determine market  
desirability and tap into the voice of the customer as
early as possible. 

This greatly affects how solutioning and planning is
carried out, what direction the product takes, and what
customer need the product is responding to.

In addition, Product Managers in these journeys make
sure to reset any unrealistic expectations stakeholders
might have, while also getting buy-in from them on the
ultimate MVP. This minimizes time spent later on
fighting leadership on features that may be newly
fancied but not originally agreed upon or do not fit into
scope. Strictly limiting what can be built in the time
given is crucial when the team is fighting through
clutch moments of the demanding Crucible phase.

Comparing this to the unsuccessful journeys show
almost the exact opposite. These journeys cut out
qualitative, contextual customer research in favor of
secondary research to the detriment of the product
fulfilling an unmet customer need. These projects also
fail to align leadership around the realities of what is
possible in the time and budget allocated.
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Arbitrary timelines are set, moved, reset, and moved
again as it becomes clear they will not be met. Not
having an agreed upon goal for the product manifests
itself in an outcome that is over budget, past due, and
usually still needs to be iterated upon.

When trying to understand the impact of early
decisions, examining the build phase—for both
journeys—is critical. While teams across successful
journeys had a somewhat stressful build period, teams
on unsuccessful journeys were crushed beneath the
weight of unrealistic expectations, arbitrary timelines,
and coming to the realization that their work, and the
product itself, may not have any actual value. 

We heard stories of working 24 hours straight, missing
Christmas parties, and teams going drinking after work
in an attempt to decompress and voice their frustrations
to one another. These feelings of unhappiness are
cemented when launch day passes unnoticed and
without celebration.

What we can learn from both types of digital product
journeys is that the build phase is hard. 


Executives will put pressure on a team that is already
racing to the finish line and Product Managers will be
making the most of the situation while juggling being
the buffer between leadership and the product team.

It is worth repeating that the overall health and attitude
of an organization does have a noticeable impact on a
product’s outcome, possibly more than any one action
the Product Manager can make reactively or proactively.
Having a culture that lends to customer-centricity and
helpful support is critical, and those are usually only
found at companies that are open minded, willing to
learn, and pivot based on customer responses. Gaining
a deep understanding of human behavior through
contextual, qualitative research that dives into the
‘why’ beyond standardized surveys is a significant
differentiator. As a collective, there needs to be a strong
belief in the power of the Voice of the Customer to drive
products in the right direction and a willingness from
stakeholders to commit to supporting the Product
Manager and product team throughout the journey.
Without those key organizational attitudes, coming in
solution first and magical thinking take the reins.
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The Successful Journey
OUR LEARNINGS

In this journey, we see Product Managers first
responding to the question of viability. After receiving
the green light from leadership, they take the initiative
to do comprehensive research. All our participants in
this journey type conducted qualitative customer
interviews and market research but some also did user
prototyping, competitive research, and secondary
research. Getting a better idea of what the intended
customer base needed gave the organization greater
confidence that this project was worth the time and
money. Additionally, Product Managers that aligned
their goals with user needs had an easier time creating
realistic and viable solutions that, when met with the
light of day, received positive feedback from the
customer base.



Moving from early research into the planning phase—a
high point in the journey—we saw Product Managers
taking pleasure in laying down the groundwork:
planning the scope, time, and effort. They also made
sure to get consensus from executive leadership and the
product team on requirements and milestones. In later
phases of the project this early alignment paid off when
the Product Manager could push back on any newly
wanted features that were not originally agreed upon
and that did not fit into the scope or timeline.

You can see from the journey map that the next phase
had a slight drop when the plan had to grapple with
reality. This usually came in the form of needing to
pivot after receiving negative customer feedback or
realizing that having more of a minimum viable product
(MVP) mindset was needed. 
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Customer-centric organizations and those with
supportive executive leadership usually saw the best
results from this period, needing agreement on
scrapping unnecessary features and placing their  
faith in the Voice of the Customer to lead the  
product’s direction.

The lowest point in the journey is the build phase: ‘The
Crucible’. Participants commonly mentioned having to
balance the fear of failure with acting as a
communication bridge between executive leadership
and the product team. Teams in this journey type began
using customer feedback loops as a way to confirm that
the work, and the product itself, still had value. This
validation proved useful—a sort of fuel—when the
team was rushing to launch day and stress was high. 


Typically, successful journeys ended in a place where
the product was live and had a small set of phased-in
customers. There was a feeling of satisfaction for having
created something valuable for the customer but also a
keen awareness that the product is never complete. In
fact, no participant got to this point feeling as if their
work was done. The teams were, and are, still adjusting
and enhancing the product. Furthermore, we found that
most teams underestimated how much work
maintenance took post-launch and focused effort was
needed to avoid team burn-out. Dealing with efforts in
marketing, sales, legal, and customer support surprised
the team and further stretched their worn energies.

Deadlines were maintained and full feature lists were
met because of the time taken early in the project to  
get consensus and realistically plan the amount of  
effort needed.
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The Unsuccessful Journey
OUR LEARNINGS

While successful journeys start with early clarity, unsuccessful journeys
begin with uncertainty, opacity, and doubt. The product idea or impetus
usually comes directly from leadership and is dependent on power
structures within the organization. Additionally, an overwhelming
majority of participants on this journey were taking over legacy projects
that need a reboot. A lot of early time was spent getting up-to-speed and
reviewing previous work. In these journeys, leaders were coming in
solution-first and pressuring the Product Manager to move quickly and
skip qualitative research in favor of secondary research or none at all.

In the planning phase, the Product Manager’s confidence in the viability of
the product dropped when they saw that the scope did not match the
timeline and the effort to reboot was higher than the organization
originally thought. Executives already had revenue goals but no direction
on what need or issue the product was addressing. Furthermore, the
pressure to rush into the build phase overshadowed getting internal
alignment and the lack of customer input meant any and all features were
considered necessary for launch.


60% did not conduct
customer research.

60%
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For these unsuccessful journeys, negative emotions felt
during the build phase -‘The Crucible in the Valley of
Suck’- were more severe than for their successful
journey counterparts. 

The lack of MVP thinking and qualitative, deep research
impacted this phase of the project in multiple ways.
First, both the product teams and executive leadership
groups began using ‘Magical Thinking’—with
leadership trying to sneak in new requirements and the
team trying to do more than was possible before
pushing out the overflow. The consequences of those
actions were expected: launch day getting pushed back
multiple times and Product Managers having to shield
their team from highly critical and uninvolved
executives that did not understand the delay. Secondly,
product teams in this phase started realizing that all
their efforts may be for a product that does not actually
have any value to the intended customer base. Feelings
of disheartenment and frustration start evolving into
disappointment and dread.




Launch day arrives for these journeys with a resounding
thud. There is no celebration and in some cases,
executive leadership completely ignores the launch.
Additionally, as with the successful journeys in this
phase, the amount of maintenance and support needed
post-launch was greatly underestimated. What all this
adds up to was rather unfortunate: 80% of our
unsuccessful participants left the organization or
experienced their product team being disbanded and
reallocated.
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Key Takeaways
In hindsight or when examined without context, unsuccessful
journeys can seem almost fated to fail, but as teams experience
the project in real-time, it really comes down to decisions made
early on in the project.
W H AT M A K E S A S U C C E S S F U L P R O D U C T

Simply stated, doing early qualitative customer research to gain a nuanced
understanding of customers’ needs, context, and the ‘why’ is pivotal. Furthermore,
executive leadership participating with high accountability and low control—that is,
being highly engaged and accessible, but not too prescriptive in decisions—set a
product up for success. Without those two determining factors, even the best product
managers will fail.

Organizations and leadership groups need to be willing to let the Voice of the Customer
take the lead. It isn’t enough to simply conduct customer research early in the
process—but having the feedback and learning dictate the decisions shaping the
product are crucial follow-throughs.
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Continued...
W H AT M A K E S A S U C C E S S F U L P R O D U CT

Grappling with reality—understanding how customers live in the real world, with
unmet needs and disappointments—and leveraging that to sustain the product’s
value through the ups and downs of the process minimize the chance of
disappointment at launch.

Additionally, advocating for early leadership alignment and planning for the
post-launch effort is a must. Underestimating the effort required for marketing,
sales, legal, and customer support was common even across successful product
launches. Clarity gets harder over time, and while pressure is normal, reboots are
not. Burnout and exits are real consequences, but thankfully, tangible actions early
in the process can avoid serious pitfalls. 
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Appendix
Guided Storytelling


Journey Mapping


The Emotional Journey


Guided storytelling is an interview

A journey mapping session is when

The emotional journey is the

methodology that involves walking

a team comes together to examine

current emotional status of the  

the interviewee through their own

and visualize the thoughts,

user through each stage or phase of

personal stories on a specified topic.

emotions, and actions of a

the experience.

It is a valuable tool to get a better

user/persona throughout the phases

understanding of what occurred

of a timeline in an effort to gain a

during a specific time and/or place

better understanding of how that

and gives the individual some  

individual came to a final decision

time to reflect on their actions  

or destination. The goal of these

and experiences. 


sessions is to align the team under

The goal is to bring light and clarity
to the thoughts and priorities that
may have influenced the
individual’s behavior.

an understanding of what is taking
place while the user strives to meet
their goal. These sessions can also
uncover both pain points and
opportunities for an improved
customer experience.
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About Highland

Highland is a Chicago-based digital innovation consultancy. We help
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for us, our clients, and their customers.
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